INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

SEMESTRE 7 (140H CM - 55H TD)

FONDAMENTALS
> International Trade and Environment (20H CM - 10H TD)
> Development economics (20H CM - 10H TD)
> Game theory (20H CM)

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
> Country risk (20H CM)
> International outlook (20H TD)
> International financial markets (20H TD)

STATISTICS, ECONOMETRICS AND LANGUAGES
> Panel Econometrics (10H CM - 10H TD)
> Time series and international markets (10H CM - 10H TD)
> English for economists/Français langue étrangère (15H TD)

SEMESTRE 8 (120H CM - 80H TD)

FONDAMENTALS
> Advanced macroeconomics (20H CM - 10H TD)
> International trade and FDI (20H CM - 10H TD)
> Migration economics (20H CM)

PROFESSIONAL COURSES
> Financial management (20H CM)
> CGE models (20H CM)
> Project assessment (30H TD)

ECONOMETRICS AND STATISTICS
> Non linear econometrics (10H CM - 10H TD)
> Econometrics for international economics (10H CM - 10H TD)

INTERNSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL PROJECTS
> Formulation of a professionnal project (10H TD)
> Internship (optionnal)

SEMESTRE 9

FONDAMENTALS 1 : INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
> Advanced international trade (25H CM)
> Open Macroeconomics and capital flows (25H CM)

FONDAMENTALS 2: GLOBALIZATION, DEVELOPMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT
> International business and MNEs (25H CM)
> Advanced Development economics (25H CM)
> Advanced environmental economics (25H CM)

ECONOMETRICS AND LANGUAGES
> Econometrics for International Economics 2 (20H CM - 10H TD)
> English for economists/Français langue étrangère (15H TD)
> Job search methods (10H TD)

SEMESTRE 10

1 AU CHOIX PARMI LES TROIS :

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
> Professional Internship
Un ou deux stages professionnels d’une durée totale de 5 mois minimum (35h/semaine, 780 h total)
> Internship report (250H de travail personnel estimé)
> Job search methods (10H TD)

RESEARCH TRAINING
> Research Internship
Stage de recherche 3 mois min (35h/semaine, 475 h)
> Internship related Master Thesis (500H de travail personnel estimé)
> Job search methods (10H TD)

MIXED OPTION
> Professional Internship+internship report
Stage Professionnel de 3 mois min (35h/semaine, 475 h)
> Master Thesis (400H de travail personnel estimé)
> Job search methods (10H TD)